refinements (Tucker et al., 2007) ] are more time-consuming but are more generally applicable.
When assessing the big box methods the authors do not use the routinely available RMC codes such as RMCprofile (Tucker et al., 2007) that also fit reciprocal space dataespecially the Bragg powder profile -and so their comparisons to SCDS are somewhat compromised. This is a missed opportunity as it is known that without restraining the average structure PDF-based big box models can lose long-range coherence (Levin et al., 2014) . Notwithstanding this the authors' approach highlights a further important point: methods such as RMC work best as refinements of starting structures and refinements work best with the best quality data.
There is now a wealth of evidence to show that the more local structure is investigated the more we are obliged to reassess our understanding of crystalline structure and behaviour and, perhaps typically, perovskite-structured systems are again at the forefront (e.g. Keeble et al., 2013 , Senn et al., 2015 . The article by Whitfield et al. (2016) emphasizes the point that average structures are just that and, as materials' properties often depend on the local structure, it is important to understand of what they are averages. Developing, optimizing and critically assessing the tools that we have available to uncover local structure in crystals is now a vital part of crystallography. (1970) and RMC analysis of neutron PDF and electron diffraction data in Levin et al. (2014) . Blue Ti atoms within the TiO 6 octahedra are displaced in 111 directions to produce three short (yellow) and three long (blue) Ti-O bonds.
